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I. lll'I'ROOOCI'ION 

Few issues in science have proved as difficult to resolve am as 

subject to contention as the nature of the T cell receptor, the surface 

structure by which T cells recognize specific antigens. This recognition 

is essential for activation of T cells, which have two major functions in 

the inmrune system. T cells kill other cells that appear foreign, such as 

cells that have been infected with viruses am cany viral antigens. Also, 

they regulate other immune responses, including antibody production by B 

cells. 

As long as the identity of the T cell receptor was unknown, a 

molecular understarrling of the cellular interactions underlying these 

activities was not possible. About three years ago, four groups produced 

monoclonal antil:x:xiies that recognized T cell surface proteins with the 

predicted characteristics of the antigen specific T cell receptor. All the 

groups used similar approaches. '!hey prepared monoclonal antibodies 

against cloned T cell lines am looked for those antil:x:xiies that reacted 

with the cells used to elicit the antil:x:xiy but were unreactive with most 

other T cells. About two years ago, the T cell receptor molecule was 

finally isolated am the genes that encode the polypeptide chains of the 

receptor were soon cloned am sequenced. Understarrling the nature of the 

antigen specific T cell receptor has enabled immunologists to tackle 

several previously unapproachable questions concerning the development of T 

cells, the interactions of T cells with other cells, and the biochemical 

changes that take place during T cell activation (Meuer, et al. , 1984, 

Acute, et al., 1985, Davis, M., 1985). Although all T cell problems have 

by no means been solved, it is clear that the research is off to a running 

start. 



T cell receptors face the same challenges as antil:x:x:lies. For 

example, they both must be able to recognize large m.nnbers of foreign 

antigens (Fink, et al., 1986). To accamplish this antibody genes have 

evolved a variety of means of generatin;J a repertoire of proteins with the 

needed diversity of structure. Studies of the antigen specific T cell 

receptor genes !'011 shON that they have adopted same of the same strategies 

but there are also significant differences in diversity generation by the 

two sets of genes (Hood, et al., 1985, Yague, et al., 1985). Underlying 

many of the approaches to studies of the human T cell receptor is its 

genetic relationship to inununoglobulins and its importance in human 

disease. 'lhe possibility of identifying and, perhaps, el:ilninating clonal 

populations of T cells that might be involved in malignant disorders, 

autoinunune states, or inununodeficiency states, is clearly nON at hand. 

F\lrthernv:>re, the concept of designin;J rational forms of inununosuppressi ve 

drugs based on receptor triggeri..nq and T cell acti·vation is surely a.'1 

approachable goal. 

The search for the T cell receptor was referred to by many as the 

1'H0ly Grail of IlTanunology." '!his quest was initiated three decades ago as 

inununo1ogists appreciated the dual nature of the inunune system, B cells and 

T cells. '!he human myeloma proteins served as the fundamental models that 

allc:Med the unraveling of most of the mechanisms of B cell antibody 

diversity. The availability of human diseases in which there was a clonal 

proliferation of B cells was a major contribution of human medicine to the 

field of iiliiiilmology. While in recent years with the development of murine 

hybridomas, much of this work .has been eclipsed by studies in the inbred 

In0use, it should be. of interest to physicians that in the search for the 

antigen specific T cell receptor, again, it was the human system that 



provided the crucial clues. An examination of specific disease states led 

early workers to develop monoclonal antibodies to the T cell receptor am 

later to utilize other diseases of T cells as the major route thrc:ugh which 

an unraveling of its structure was deduced. 

Today' s Gram Rourrls will focus on the human T cell receptor. I 

will tty to review its similarities am differences from the structure of 

the antibody 100lecule. Based on a knowledge of the structure of the 

receptors I will next turn to the genetics of the receptor by defining 

chrom::>samal localizations a.rxi its biosynthesis am expression. I will deal 

with the development of the T cell receptor through the fetal thynocyte, 

through mature T cells a.rxi, finally, I will relate these structures to 

human diseases of two general types: those in which the genetic 

polymorphisms of one or more of receptor genes may predispose to certain 

disease states and, secondly, I will review the application of our 

knowledge of the genes involved in the T cell receptor to human lynphoid 

malignancies. 

II. ~ LYMPHOCYTFS 

Various types of cells participate in the immune response. The 

principle cells of the immune system are the lymphocytes. Lyrrphocytes have 

receptor molecules on their membranes that enable them to recognize and 

interact with antigens. Under appropriate interaction with antigens, these 

lyrrphocytes are activated and carry out various effector functions. 

Lyrrphocytes are divided into two major categories, the B and the T 

lymphocytes. B refers to the bursa of fabricius of birds or to the bone 

marrow in manunals; T refers to the thymus. B lymphocytes, the progenitors 

of the antibody fanning cells, derive from bone marrow stem cells through a 



process of antigen-in:ieperxient maturation. Before birth, progenitors of 

the B cells are found in the liver and spleen; after birth, the bone marrow 

becomeS their major source. The mature B cell is not an antibody-secreting 

cell fut can readily differentiate upon antigen stimulation into an 

antibody-secreting cell. The ern stage of the antigen-driven 

differentiation process is a plasma cell. Plasma cells contain aburrlant 

cytoplasm, are rich in ernoplasmic reticulum, do not divide, and have a 

life of about two to three days. Between the end stage of plasma cells and 

the B cell, there are intennediate cells of large size with abundant 

cytoplasm and active antibody secretion. 
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'!here iS abun1ant evidence that there are a minimum of two types of B 

cells. 'Ihese largely revolve around antibody production versus memory. 

'Ihe classification of the B lymphocyte from its pre-B early stage through 

the end stage plasma cell has been important in human disease in 

distinguishing diseases such as acute B-lymph.ocytic leukemia on the one 

hand to nnlltiple myeloma on the other. 

T lymphocytes also exist in a variety of forms and are involved in 

many functions: 

1. T cells function as regulatory cells, modulating the activities of B 

cells (anjjor other T cells). The regulatory function of T eells can be 



positive or negative. Helper .T cells are those that cooperate with B cells 

- or other T cells - to modulate an inunune response. SUppressor .T cells, 

as their name irrlicates, are capable of suppressing a given inunune response 

(either B or T cell function) . 

2. T cells are involved in cellular inununitv reactions which include 

reactions of delayed sensitivity, contact sensitivity, and resistance to 

infection with certain bacteria, such as the facultative intracellular 

bacteria, and viruses. T cells carry out same of these functions by 

elaborating a number of molecules that can influence the inflanunato:ry 

response or behavior of other inflarnmato:ry cells, mainly macrophages. SUch 

molecules are termed lymphokines. 

3. T cells are the major cells involved in transplantation inununity 

and, as such, are involved in allograft rejection and graft-versus-host 

reactions. 

4. T cells can act as cytotoxic cells; that is to say, they have the 

capacity to kill other cells. 'Ihis phenomenon is best seen as part of the 

inunune response to viruses or tlnnors. The name cytotoxic T cell is 

synonymous with cytolytic or killer T cell. 
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A question of major importance is whether these various functions of 

T cells are carried out by a single cell with various functional 

capabilities or, on the contra:ry, by defined subsets. It is now accepted 

that there are three major stable subsets of T lymphocytes: 



1. Helper .1' cells (also-called in:rucers) 

2. Cytotoxic .1' cells: involved in killing 

3 • SUppressor .1' cells: involved in inhibition of res:ponses 

In man these three T cell subsets are distinguished by the cell 

surface antigens CD4 (Cluster Designation 4) and CDS (previously OKI'4 and 

OKI'8; later T4 and TS, now CD4 and CDS). Helper T cells are CD4 :positive, 

CDS negative. SUppressor and cytotoxic T cells are CD4 negative, CDS 

:positive. In addition to these fonns of T cells there is an additional 

subset of cells within the immune system referred to as NK cells ("natural 

killer" or "null killer" cells). They are referred to as null because at 

least in a number of systems they lack surface markers that allow them to 

be classified unequivocally as T cells, B cells, or roonocytejmacrophages. 

'!be NK cell can kill antibody coated nucleated cells, roost likely by a 

process involving the release of oxygen-derived campounds. This is the 

PL'1enorr191:"'10n c;alled "anti.boo."'y-dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity;;. NK 

cells can also bind - and kill - some tl.lm:>r cells or virally infected cells 

in the absence of antibodies. The molecular basis of the binding and 

recognition by NK cells is controversial. NK cells have a strong Fe 

receptor and they can bind circulating immunoglobulin and can be confused 

with B cells. However, in contrast to true B cells, NK cells do not 

synthesize immunoglobulin and in culture they will, aver time, lose their 

surface immunoglobulin which is botu'rl by way of their Fe receptors. We 

shall retum to NK cells later. 
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III. THE PROBLEM OF RE(X)GN!TION 

The central feature of antigen recognition by T lynphocytes is that 

T cells recognize foreign antigen only when it is associated on the surface 

of the cell with a molecule encoded by the major histocompatability oanplex 

(MHC) • '!his phenomenon is known as MHC restriction and is the single clear 

operational distinction between recognition by T cells and B cells (which 

can see foreign antigen on its own). It is also the issue which causes the 

eyes of non-innnunologists to become glazed when innnunologists attenpt an 

explanation. 

By functional criteria, as mentioned above there are three major 

subsets of T cells. Cytotoxic T cells, that destroy virally infected 

cells, and two regulatory subsets comprising helper and suppressor T cells, 

that modulate the activity of the effector cells, including the B 

lymphocytes that produce antibodies. The functional definition of 

suppressor cells is somewhat problematic because it now seems that many of 

them do not express T cell receptor genes (a point we will return to 

later). For now, we will only discuss cytotoxic and helper subsets. 

In general, the helper and cytotoxic subsets recognize different 



classes of MHC molecules. Cytotoxic cells usuallY see antigen in 

association with class I 'MHC molecules which are expressed on all cells 

(which makes sense as any cell may be infected with a virus) , and helper 

cells usually see antigen in the context of MHC class II molecules, which 

are expressed largely on the cells of the imnrune system - B cells, T cells, 

monocytes (which makes sense because imnrunoregulatory T cells only need to 

·focus on other cells of the imnrune system) • lhe question, therefore, is 

how the different recognition requirements of BandT ~lls, and of the 

.different T cell subsets, is reflected in the structure of their 

receptors. 
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It is in'portant to appreciate that some of the generalizations 

mentioned above are beginning to break down and that there are now 

well-known exan-ples of cytotoxic l' cells that recognize antigen in the 

context of class II molecules and helper T cells that function through 

class I molecules. Be that as it may, -it makes a bit of sense, as 

mentioned above, for T cells to recognize antigen in the context of two 

different kinds of molecules that are distributed differently within the 

cells of the body. More puzzling, hewever, is the whole issue of why the 



phenomenon of MHC restriction exists in the first place. A few 

speculations are in order: if one views the B cell system (that is, the 

antibody molecule) as having as its major function interaction with free 

antigen (bacteria, virus, toxin, etc.) so that either through opsonization, 

activation of the ccnnplement cascade, precipitation, etc., the major 

effector function is accomplished, then, the capacity of the antibody 

molecule to see free antigen makes sense. Why, however, do T cells 

(especially the class I restricted cytotoxic T cells) only recognize 

antigen in the context of molecules of the major hist.ocanpatibility 

ccnnplex? One hypothesis is that, if T cells recognize antigen with the 

exact same specificity as the antibody molecule, T cells in the circulation 

would constantly have their receptors engaged. Since the interaction of 

most viruses, bacteria, or protein molecules with T lymphocytes does not in 

and of itself lead to any specific elimination of the particle or molecule, 

there would be little point in having T lynphocytes recognize free 

antigen. However, if one envisions that the major role of the T lymphocyte 

is in recovery from viral infections, then the capacity of the T lymphocyte 

to interact with a virally infected cell and, for example, lyse that cell 

at the point that the earliest mature viruses were emerging from that cell, 

(thereby arresting further maturation of additional viral particles), this 

form of recognition would be advantageous. If, at the same time, 

antibodies recognized the identical epitopes on viruses, they would "cover 

up" the viral epitopes on the surface of cells (this phencmmon has been 

described and such antibodies are called "blocking" antibodies), thereby 

rendering the T cell incapable of reacting with a virally infected cell and 

lysing it. 

When it was appreciated that T cells recognized antigen in the 



context of the major hist:.ocx:m"patibility conplex, two schools of thought 

emerged conceming this fonn of recognition: whether there was a "single" 

or "dual" receptor involved in the recognition process. One group of 

experiments is 100re easily interpreted to imply that two separate 100lecules 

exist on· the T cell. One recognizes antigen (virus) on the surface of a 

target cell whereas the second receptor recognizes the major 

histoconpatibility conplex (dual receptor hypothesis). other experiments 

suggest that a single receptor recognizes the conplex of virus plus MliC 

molecule. Most contemporary thinking is that the single receptor model is 

probably correct. 

Finally, it should be noted, that there is a grcMing concensus that 

there is a physical association between certain antigens (viral antigens, 

some proteins, and particularly processed proteins and/or peptides), and 

major hist.oc:::c::mpatibility complex antigens. Several recent studies 

in<..rol ving cross-li. .... Jd..""lg of S'..rrface IrDlecules suggest "tl"'~t "tl"lere is indeed a 

physical association between antigen and MHC molecules on the target cell 

surface and that the T cell receptor complex recognizes this viral-antigen 

conplex. 'lbere is al:rurxiant evidence that in many instances this requires 

some fonn of processing of the antigen but this issue is beyond the scope 

of our discussion today. 

rJ. SURFACE ANTIGENS AND T CEIL FtJNCI'ION 

Many of the surface antigens on T lymphocytes were defined with 

IOOnoclonal antibodies. One set of these molecules, referred to as T3, is 

essential to T oell function and is expressed by all mature T lynq;>hocytes. 

T3 appears late in intrathymic ontogeny. The T3 molecule is conposed of 

·three subunits, one of 25,000 daltons and two of 20,000 daltons and is 



apparently physically associated with the antigen-specific T cell 

receptor. Monoclonal antibodies to the T3 m:::>lecule block 100St known 

functions of T cells in all subsets of T lymphocytes. In addition to the 

T3 molecule, mature T lymphocytes express either a 62,000 dalton molecule 

tenned T4 (CD4) or a 76,000 dalton molecule tenned T8 (CDS). To a large 

extent these molecules correlate with whether the T cell functions as an 

inducer or a suppressor. In man, effectively 2/3 of peripheral T cells are 

members of the inducer subset and contain the T4 molecule on their surfaces 

whereas members of the suppressor subset contain the T8 m:::>lecule and 

comprise approximately 1/3 of htunan peripheral blood T cells. Although 

both subsets proliferate in res};X>nse to antigens in mixed lymphocyte 

culture, the vast majority of the cytotoxic effector functions reside with 

the TB+ cells while the cytotoxic effector function of T4+ cells is minor. 

T8+ clones typically kill targets that share antigens of the class I 

{HIA-A,B,C) MHC whereas cytotoxic T4+ clones are directed against class II 

{HIA-DR,~,DP) MHC antigens. 

In an extremely inportant series of experiments, it was deoonstrated 

that the cytotoxicity andjor helper activity of T4 and T8 cells could be 

selectively blocked by m:::>noclonal antibodies to these molecules; anti-T8 

antibody blocked the activity of T8 clones (restricted to major 

histocompatibility complex class I molecules) whereas anti-T4 antibodies 

blocked only the activity of T4+ clones (restricted to major 

histocompatibility complex class II molecules) (Meure, et al., 1984; 

Reinherz, et al., 1985; Acuto and Reinherz, 1985). Neither T8 nor T4 

antibodies affected cells not bearing the COrresJ;X>nding surface antigen. 

Unlike T3, there is no evidence that either T4 or TB are physically 

associated with the antigen specific T cell receptor. 



Taken together those data argue that the T3 molecule is a 

constituent part of the T cell receptor in essentially all cases, whereas 

either the T4 or the T8 molecule is involved in the T cell receptor 

deperxli.ng on the T cell subset. Inportantly, however, while the T4, T8 

distinction gave clues (enphasize clues) as to the function of the 

particular T cell (thereby helpin;J to identify the specific T-cell subset 

involved), these functions were i.meperxient of the specificity function of 

the T cell. 'nlat is, there had to be yet an additional receptor that 

dictated the antigen-MHC s.pecificity of the T cell in question. As we 

shall see in the next section, this antigen specificity portion of the T 

cell receptor is known as the antigen-specific T-cell receptor. 

"MATURE" o·r "PERIPHERAL11 T CELLS 

All of the relevant Irolecules of the "structural" components of the 

T ·cell receptor have been cloned and sequenced and have been located on 

various c:hraloosames. Interestingly enough, all three of these molecules 

(T3, T4, and T8) bear a striking structural homology to immUnoglobulin 

molecules arxi are considered members of the :inununoglobulin supergene 

family. 

The exact role of these "structural" <:::anponents of the ii' cell 



receptor is unknown. Obviously, something must be responsible for 

transducin:J the signal to the interior of the cell ani initiatirv;J the 

cellular response to antigen. An prime carrl.idate for this function is the 

T3 molecule which is physically associated with the antigen-specific T-cell 

receptor in all cases. As mentioned above, the T3 molecule is unlikely to 

play a direct role in the specific binding of antigen but is nonetheless 

probably obligatory to the receptor function ani may play a role in the 

stabilization of the initial interaction between receptor ani antigens as 

well as in signal transduction. In this regard, it is intriguin:J that 

calcium flux can be in:iuced in T cells by antibodies against the T3 

molecule. There is also probably same intimate regulatory relationship 

between T3 and the antigen-specific T cell receptor because neither exists 

on the surface ofT cells without the other. 

V. THE ANTIGEN SPECIFIC T CELL RECEPIOR 

There are two features of the antigen specific T cell receptor which 

distinguish it from the molecules described above: first, it is clonally 

distributed on T cells am, second, the genes involved in the antigen 

specific T cell receptor rearrange as do the immunoglobulin genes. Both of 

these are crucial distinctions which must be appreciated in order to 

comprehend the structure, variability and genetics of the T cell receptor. 

The molecules must be clonally distributed: Since the immune system 

is clonal and since, by and large, single T cell isolates have only one 

specificity, it made sense that when antibodies were made to clonally 

derived human T cells, the resultant antibodies that were te.nned 

"clonotypic" (in the B cell tenninology, "idiotypic") only reacted with a 

very small population of peripheral blood T cells. Once a monoclonal 



antibody was made that recognized a particular clone, blocked a specific 

ftmction but not a general ftmction as did the T3, T4 and T8 monoclonal 

antibodies, and was present on only a relatively small portion of 

~ipheral blood cells, the way was set for the isolation of the molecule 
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that reacted with the monoclonal antibody. 'lllis reactivity was first 

described usin;r radiolabeled cell surface oolecules, later internally 

labeled molec"ules cu-.td, finally, "cold" seq-uencing from htnnan leukemias and 

lyrrphomas. 'lhese early protein data provided a m.nnber of laboratories with 

the first opportunities to appreciate the primaJ:y structure of limited 

portions of the constituent chains of the antigen specific T cell 

receptor. From these protein sequences came the construction of 

oligonucleotide probes which were eventually used to screen T cell ciNA 

libraries in order to isolate the expressed and later the germline genes of 

the antigen specific receptor. Probably half of the laboratories that 

isolated the genes encoding the receptor used this approach. 

Another approach that was used to isolate the genes encoding the 

antigen specific T cell receptor was to assume that the genes encoding the 

antigen specific T cell receptor would rearrange during development. 

Innnunologists had long been comfortable with the notion that two genes 



could encode a polypeptide chain. Reluctantly, the notion that an antibody 

molecule was involved in T cell recognition was abamoned for lack of 

credible evidence. '!he idea that a relatively small rn.nnber of genes could 

rearrange in order to juxtapose v, D, J and C gene segments for yet a 

different receptor structure seemed reasonable. 'Ihese studies typically 

took the route of isolating ci:NA clones from T cell lines, T cell 

hybridOI'llaS, T cell leukemias and "subtracting" all those cr::NAs that were 

also present in B cells . 'Ibis left a series of clones (from 10 to 500 

deperrling upon the laboratory) that encoded so-called "T cell specific 

molecules". It was from these subtractive eDNA libraries that many of the 

genes for the T cell receptor complex were isolated (T3, T4, T8 and the 

antigen-specific receptor) in man, mouse, and rabbit. However, 

investigators had yet another test to put these T cell-specific eDNA clones 

to and that was that they rearrange. Several laboratories used this 

approach as an assay asking the question, "in T cell clones, did the T cell 

specific gene rearrange? (that is, was there a difference in the Southern 

blot of a T cell clone and gennline DNA?). By this technique, several of 

the human as well as the mouse T cell receptor genes were identified. Once 

the crnAs were available, the genomic sequences followed and we now have a 

fairly good idea of the chramosorna1 location, organization, and structure 

of the various chains of the antigen specific T cell receptor. 



V-1 The ~ ~ cqrnplex 

Human T alpha was originally isolated by the KapplerjMarrack group 

(Sim, et al., 1984, Hannum, et al., 1984) and by Tak Mak's group (Yoshikai, 

et al., 1984, 1985, 1986). It was mapped to the 14th chramosame 

independently by four groups (published in four separate journals; Collins, 

et al., 1985; Barker, et al., 1985; caccia, et al., 1985; and Jones, et 

al., 1985). Yoshikai, et al., 1986, sequenced the V regions of 24 

different alpha chain cr:NA clones derived from human peripheral blood T 

lymphocytes and T cell lines. Based on these and a few other sequences (as 

well as Southern filter hybridization analysis of human genomic DNA with 

each of the cmAs), the human V alpha gene segments have been divided into 

twelve families which vary in size from 1 to 7 members. The total number 

bf V alpha genes is approximately 40. The variation in sequence of 25 V 

alpha clones suggests regions of hypervariability within the variable 

region si11Lilar to the situation seen in ant iboct''y :molecules. T':ne number of 

J alpha sequences seems to be very large, perhaps greater than fifty. 

Identical nucleotide sequences were noted in irrlependent isolates of V 

alpha and J alpha gene segments in1icating that somatic mutation is not a 

common mechanism for the expansion and diversity in the genes and suggests 

that the major source of diversity within the alpha chain repertoire is a 

result of combinatorial joining of V and J alpha sequences with brprecise 

junctional joining (junctional diversity). No clear-cut D segments have 

been identified. There is probably only a single c alpha gene. All gene 

segments bear a striking homology to immunoglobulins. 
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V-2 '!he T Beta Complex 

'!he first antigen specific T cell receptor gene isolated was the 

beta chain of the human T cell receptor isolated from the human leukemic T 

cell line Molt-3 and reported by Tak Mak in March of l984o '!he protein 

deduced from the cmA sequence had a nolecular weight of 35, 000 and it 

showed extensive similarity to the variable, joining and constant region of 

inununoglobulins (Yanagi, et al., 1984) o A series of papers followed from 

several laboratories isolating and sequencing additional members of the V 

beta gene family o Soon the T cell receptor beta cluster was located on 

chromosome 7 (Isobe, et alo, 1985, LeBeau, et alo, 1985, Morton, et alo, 

1985, and Barker, et al., 1985) o Within the last six nonths, several 

papers have appeared with exhaustive studies of human T cell receptor V 

beta genes expressed in peripheral blood lynphocytes (Tillinghest, et alo, 

1986, Siu, et alo, 1986, Kimura, et alo, 1986, TOyonaga, et alo, 1985, 

Yoshikai, et alo, 1986, Sims, et alo, 1984, Concannon, et al., 1986, 

Tunacliffe, et al., 1985). '!he structures of over 50 human V beta 

expressed gene sequences are now available. 

'!he human v beta gene segments are organized in appro>d.Inately 50 

subfamilies consisting of one to six members. '!he human D, J and C 

clusters have also been isolated at the genomic level and consist of two D 

clusters, of a single D gene segment each, two J clusters of six to seven J 



segments each arxi two C clusters, both of which appear to be functional. 

'Ihese molecules have been grouped an:i studied by computer analysis and 

similar to studies in immunoglobulins and the T cell receptor alpha chain 

there appear to be three to four regions of hypel:Variability within these 

molecules (Schiffer, et al., 1986, Leiden, et al., 1986, Ikuta, et al., 

1985). Like the situation in the alpha chain there appears to be little if 

any somatic variation within the T cell receptor beta complex although by 

alternate reading frame transcription of D segments, and the presence of 

fourteen J segments, there are rather extensive amounts of diversity that 

can be generated by combinatorial diversity, junctional diversity and 

alternate readin; frame diversity. 

THE Tp COMPLEX 

V-3 'Ihe .T Gamma Complex 

'Ihe evidence is overwhelming that the antigen specific T cell 

receptor is a two-chain heterodimer. Why, then, a third chain? Before 

addressing that question, let us first tum to the structure of the human T 

gamma chain. 'Ibis molecule was first isolated in the mouse by Tonegawa' s 

group (am originally thought to be the alpha cl'4:iin am, therefore, in the 



early (1984-85!) literature, it is referred to as T alpha]. However, a 

number of laboratories (Brenner, et al., 1985, I.efranc, et al., 1986a,b, 

Dialynas, et al., 1986, Querterloous, et al., 1986) have isolated yet a 

third gene that has been tenned. T garrana. '!he gene has been localized to 

the short ann of human chromosome 7 (Murre, et al., 1985) ani in all 

respects appears to be m:ganized in much the same way as T alpha ani beta 

with a few variations. '!here are two constant region genes referred to as 

T ganuna 1 ani T ganuna 2. '!his is in contrast to the mouse where there 

appear to be three constant region genes for T garrana. '!he T garrana 1 ani T 

ganuna 2 co~tant regions are extraordinarily similar. '!he variable regions 

of T ganuna again represent a variation on the theme. At the present time, 

about 10 garrana variable region genes have been sequenced. '!hey appear to 

fall into two variable region subgroups or families: one a relatively large 

group and the other perhaps representing only a single V gene. '!he 

translated amino acid sequences reflect hype.IVariability. As of this time 

no D segments have been identified and there appear to be only a few J 

segments. Diversity like the alpha and beta chains seems to be largely 

based on combinatorial joining ani junctional diversity, little if any 

somatic mutation has been described although there is relatively little 

data to base this on in any finn way. 

NUMEROLOGY OFT CELL RECEPTOR COMBINATIONS 

WITH 
v D J COMBINATIONS JUNCTIONAL 

DIVERSITY 

ALPHA 50 . 100 5,000 15,000 

BETA 200 2 12 5,000 50,000 

ALPHA X BET A = 50,000 X 15,000 = 750,000,000 DIFFERENT RECEPTORS 



VI. ~ ANTIGEN SPECIFIC l' ~ RECEPIPR lN l' CELL Omo:;ENY 

In this section, I will divide the discussion into analyses of T 

cell receptor gene rearran;Jements in the fetal thymus of the mouse ani then 

turn very briefly to those things that have been learned studying human T 

cell leukemias at various stages of maturation. Each system has provided 

new and different insights that are not yet fUlly compatible. 

In order to address the functional role of the T cell receptor 

during T cell maturation, the muse model was turned to by a number of 

investigators (Boerne, et al., 1986, Mcruffy, et al., 1986). First a bit 

of background on what is thought to occur in the thymus during 

development. T cells or stem cells that give rise to T cells, are thought 

to arise in the fetal bone marrow am fetal liver ani pass through the 

thymus where a selection takes place such that the final :repertoire of 

receptors that emerges is able to recognize antigen only when associated 

with produc'"u; of ta:"lose l·lliC alleles that were expressed on the stromal cells 

of the thymus of the individual in which they developed. This phenomenon 

implies a critical interaction between T cell receptors and thymic MHC 

products during T cell differentiation. Only those T-cells whose receptors 

engage MHC molecules are selected for maturation since, in the periphery, 

these cells will eventually :recognize antigen plus MHC products rather than 

MHC products alone. Understarrling this thymic process at the molecular 

level has been a great challenge to immunologists (Mc:D.lffy, et al., 1986). 

'!here is, in fact, a great deal known about the thymic development 

ofT cells Wependent of the issue of self-MHC :restriction. Histologic 

exper.ilnents both in the developing fetal thymus and in the steady state 

adult thymus have supported the view that stem cells produced in the bone 

marrow or fetal liver enter the thymus and expand to give rise to an 



unresponsive an:i phenotypically distinct population foum primarily in the 

thymic cortex. These cells make up the bulk of thyzoocytes an:i are 

frequently referred to as .inunature thymocytes because of their failure to 

resporrl to antigen plus MHC. Numerous cell surface markers have been used 

to define and separate ".inunature" an:i "mature" thymocyte populations as 

defined by the ability to resporrl functionally. The mature cells are 

phenotypically nearly irrlistinguishable from peripheral T cells. With the 

discovecy of the T cell receptor for antigen, several laboratories examined 

thymocytes both for the expression of the T cell receptor genes and for the 

appearance of the receptor on the cell surface. Almost all the evidence 

argues that the alpha, beta an:i garmna genes of stem cells entering the 

thymus are in their gerrnline configuration. They rearrange and express 

sequentially first the beta, then the garmna chain genes and finally the 

alpha chain genes. 

Recent experiments by Mcruffy, et al. , suggest that cortical cells 

within the thymus represent the random expression of the receptor 

repertoire encoded in the gerrnline. The relatively few cells whose 

receptors are specific for self-MHC are selected for maturation by 

interaction with stromal cell MHC proteins, but the large majority of 

cortical cells eventually die because they are not selected. Thus, the 

large proportion of cells in the thymus appear and expand without the 

requirement for receptor engagement. The cells involved in receptor 

mediated MHC selection, therefore, must be infrequent. Many laboratories 

are now attempting to isolate and purify these relatively infrequent 

cells. 

Boerne, et al. , in a paper coauthored by Gary Rathbun and J:hil 

Tucker in our deparbnent, have studied the rearranged T cell garmna and beta 



chain genes in fetal murine thymocyte development. Individual hybridomas 

were constructed from fetal tissues in the later stages of gestation and 

they were classified as those with and without beta chain gene 

rearrangement. Amorq 81 hybridamas studied, only two had rearranged gannna 

complexes in the presence of unrearranged beta complexes in both alleles, 

whereas 39 had rearranged gamma complexes in the presence of various beta 

rearrangements. 'Ihus, gannna chain gene rearrangements are tightly linked 

to beta gene rearrangements . 'Ihe nature of this linkage remains unclear. 

However, 20% of the hybridamas with beta gene rearrangements did not have 

detectable gamma gene rearrangements which might irrlicate that two 

alternate pathways of differentiation of thymocytes exist or that beta gene 

rearrangement precedes gamma gene rearrangement. 

The human system has provided i.nq;>ortant insights into the stepwise 

utilization of alpha, beta and gamma genes of the T cell receptor by taking 

adva.Tltage of varia.JS T cell leukemia and lynpharr.as at diff&-ent stages of 

maturation. Most of these studies have emerged from Tam Waldmann 1 s 

laboratory (Davey, et al., 1986}. I will be returning to a discussion of 

same of the issues raised by these rearrangements in tenns of 

classifications of these lynphamas but would like at this point to utilize 

the various T cell leukemias from the perspective of the classic histologic 

description of their stagirq and attempt to correlate the sin"ple 

rearrangement seen in the leukemias with stage of development. Waldmann 1 s 

group collected a min.ilnum of four examples of the three basic types of T 

cell leukemias; adult T cell leukemias, precursor T cell leukemias and stem 

cell leukemias. '!hey analyzed whether the the T cell receptor genes -were 

rearrarqed in each of these leukemia lines and, if so, whether there was 

active transcription of the genes (Northern blots}. In a parallel study 



they examined basically the same issues in the various fonns of B cell 

leukemia. '1hese ki.rxls of analyses are bein;J used by oncologists at the 

present time in order to disti.rguish clonal versus nonclonal proliferation 

of lymphocytes arrl to address distinctions between T cell arrl B cell 

leukemias. The issue I would like to address in this section, is heM do 

these leukemias reflect the development of T cells in the murine thymus. 

In the Waldman study, all leukemias in which the T cell receptor beta gene 

was rearranged also rearrar¥Jed the ganuna gene demonstrating the close 

coordination between these two rearrangements. However, messenger RNA 

expression of the two genes appeared to be a good way of resol vin;J certain 

stages. Earlier stages ofT cells tended to have gamma transcripts before 

beta and alpha transcripts although their rearran;Jements of ganuna am beta 

seem to occur relatively synchronously. The spectrum of leukemia cell 

studied within the T cell series permitted an assessment of the order of T 

cell receptor gene rearrangement. The results, while somewhat different 

than the mouse, do parallel the mouse studies on gene expression am 

support the view of a heirarchy of TCR gene rearrangements and T lymphocyte 

ontogeny. TCRG rearranged genes are rearranged first, subsequently TCRB 

genes are rearranged, followed by TCRA gene activation. 

In tying these data in with expression (cell surface expression, 

that is of T3, T4 or TS) we see that as the cells rearrange the TCRB gene 

they begin to express the antigen identified by the Tll monoclonal 

antibody. The mature T cell leukemia cells express T3, T4, or T8 and begin 

to express TCRA gene mRNA but no longer have TCRG message. These 

correlations of cell surface antigen expression and T cell receptor gene 

rearrangement and expression will be further discussed later but they 

provide evidence that lymphocytic leukemia cells are cells at distinct 



stages of T cell development that can provide irtq;>ortant insights into the 

developmental maturation of nonnal T cells. 

~® 
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VII. .T CELL RECEPTOR GENFS m .T CELL SUBSEl'S 

As soon as the T cell receptor genes were isolated immunologists 

attempted to correlate the rearrangement am expression of these genes in 

the various T cell subsets that we have discussed so far: T helper cells, T 

cytotoxic cells, T suppressor cells, and natural killer cells. It was 

hoped that by utilizing these genetic probes, that fresh insights could be 

obtained concerning not only the function of such cells but often their 

ontologie origins. 

VII -1 Helper and cytotoxic .T cells 

There is now a growing consensus that the same antigen specific T 

cell receptor is utilized by both T helper am T cytotoxic cells. In 

addition, more surprisingly, the identical receptor appears to be used for 

cells that are restricted by class I as well as by class II MHC 

molecules. When using the tenn "the same receptor" what is really meant is 

that the same pool of V genes, D genes, J genes am c genes are used to 

construct the antigen specific receptor on both major T cell types. 

A priori, it might have been simpler had we been able to detennine 

that, for example, helper cells used alpha am beta chains of the antigen 

specific T cell receptor while cytotoxic cells used, for example, beta and 

gamma. Not true. All three genes are generally rearranged in both helper 

and cytotoxic cells. 

A priori, it might have seemed reasonable that since there are at 

least two constant region genes for alpha, beta, and gamma, that one 

constant region gene might be used in helper cells and the other in 

cytotoxic cells. This has also turned out not to be true as both constant 

region genes have been found expressed in each functional type of T cell. 



~priori, it might have been reasonable to suppose that a specific v 

gene segment might be restricted to helper or cytotoxic cells or that a 

specific V gene segment would be used in MHC restriction phenomenon be they 

to different allospecificities or to different classes of MHC molecules. 

This, too, has turned out to be incorrect. 

Most of the conclusions discussed above have been detennined in the 

murine system but there is no evidence to suggest that they will be any 

different when the appropriate human systems are studied in as much 

detail. Indeed, in some studies that have been done in the human system, 

it appears that the general rules described above are held. 

Finally, whether in cytotoxic or helper cells and whether cells are 

restricted for class I or class II MHC antigens, there is no evidence that 

somatic mutation is involved in the generation of diversity. Rather, the 

combinatorial joining of V segments, D segments and J segments with an 

o:>'"'--n!Cli'.~:e "''mf'11'n+- o.P '1\T C!egmen+- .. ,.,. ... ~abn~ty as •.• .,.,, as di'.f".f"~.,..,..~+-~::!1 ""'ea~~--
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frame variability appears sufficient to generate the extensive repertoire 

seen in T cells. 

Parenthetically, one of the molecular correlations of the discovery 

of the T cell receptor genes that is especially gratifying is that it 

provides a convenient explanation for the apparent lack of "maturation" of 

the T cell response. Upon hyper.immunization the affinity of the antibody 

molecule is considerably higher than in the early inunune response. This is 

now known in 100lecular terms to be due to the extensive amount of somatic 

variation that occurs in inununoglobulin and these variations are selected 

by antigen. '!bus, while the B cell clones that give rise to the antibody 

molecule late in the inunune response are derived from the original clone, 

more often than not, because of selection for high affinity, those mutants 



that provide more effective antibodies are selected. 'Ihus, the antil:xxiy 

molecule isolated in the hyperimnnme state, is very often 5-10 amino acids 

away from the gennl.ine sequence. Not so in T cell responses. cellular 

i.mnnmologists have long argued that the T cell response did not mature in 

the same way as the B cell response. Also, while the T cell response had 

memory there was little evidence for a higher affinity ofT cells late in 

the i.mnnme response. This is most likely explicable nCM in the tenns -we 

have just outlined. That is, there appears to be little, if any, somatic 

variation in the V gene segment of the genes expressed by T cells at 

virtually any stage of their maturation (Epplen, et al. , 1986, Morinaga, et 

al., 1985, Govennan, et al., 1985, Rupp, et al., 1985, Zauderer, et al., 

1986, Rupp, et al., l986, Reilly, et al., 1986, Heilig, et al., 1985, 

Mathieu-Mahul, et al., 1986). 

VII -2 Suppressor Cells 

As mentioned above, the subunit composition of the antigen specific T 

cell receptor is composed of alpha and beta subunits which are encoded by 

separate genes on different chramosames. HCMever, the subunit composition 

of the antigen receptor on suppressor T cells remains to be solved and, at 

the time of this writing, it is still controversial. Several investigators 

have reported discrepant results. Some suppressor cell lines and 

hybridamas apparently express only alpha and beta chain genes while some do 

not, despite having suppressor function. There have been two general types 

of argtm1ents used to explain the discrepant data. First, it may be that 

some cells that are defined as suppressor T cells that express alpha and 

beta chain genes may be cytotoxic T lymphocytes with i.mnnmoregulatory 

activity but not T suppressor factor activity (TSF). Second, some 



suppressor T cells may use the same set of receptor genes as helper and 

cytotoxic T lymphocytes whereas another set of suppressor T lymphocytes may 

use an entirely different sets of receptor genes. 

'lhus, the data that are available on suppressor T cells is extremely 

difficult to reconcile and it may well be that Imlch of what is described as 

a suppressor T cell is, in fact, several different kinds of cells with 

different types of suppressor activity. One thing seems increasingly clear 

and that is many cells that have clearcut suppressor function appear to 

have deleted their T beta genes (Irnai, et al., 1986). Since these kinds of 

hybridarnas invariably have alpha chain rearrangements and alpha chain 

transcripts, the possibility exists that these represent ~-alpha 

homodbners or alpha-x heterodbners; that is, receptors composed of an alpha 

chain in association with a yet unidentified chain. It was originally 

thought that the "second chain" might represent the gamma chain but there 

are nCM well described suppressor T cell hybridcnnas that have no detectable 

gamma chain transcripts. However, as is mentioned above, there is clear 

evidence that many suppressor T cell clones as well as T cell hybridcnnas 

rearrange and transcribe the genes encoding the alpha and beta chains of 

the antigen specific T cell receptor (De Santis, et al., 1985). 

Thus, if one believes that suppressor T cells do, in fact, exist, and 

that they produce T cell factors that bind antigen both in the context of 

MHC as well as independent of the MHC (lacking MHC restriction), there 

appears to be a growing consensus that the typical alpha-beta heterodirner T 

cell receptor ~s not involved in this recognition phenomenon ani that 

either an alpha chain homodimer or an alpha chain cornplexed to another 

chain yet to be identified or indeed an entirely separate antigen specific 

receptor is involved (see below) • 



VII-3 NK Cells 

As mentioned in the introducto:cy section of these Gram Rourrls, 

natural killer cells are cells that recognize am lyse certain tuxrprs am 

virally infected cells without MHC restriction. 'lhus, if NK cells derive 

from the T cell lineage, they differ fundamentally from all other T cells 

which are MHC restricted. A major problem exists in the exact definition 

of an NK cell. Human peripheral blocxi NK cells are identified by the 

expression of CD16 (I.eu- 11 or T-11), an antigen associated with an Fe 

receptor for IgG. T11+ cells do not express the T3- antigen-specific 

receptor complex and the evidence is growing that at least same NK cells 

utilize a receptor completely irxiependent of the alpha-beta heterodimer 

that I have described so far. Many of these cell lines also do not 

rearrange their beta chain genes nor do they produce productive T alpha 

transcripts. These findings indicate that htnnan T3- NK cells are distinct 

from mature T lynphocytes am do not use an antigen specific receptor 

involving T alpha or T beta (ranier, et al., 1986, Ritz, et al., 1985, am 

Yanagi, et al., 1985). Recently it has been demonstrated (at least in 

certain instances) that most peripheral blocxi Tll + NK cells, also do not 

rearrange T cell qannna genes. Thus, it has been concluded that none of the 

T cell receptor genes described so far is apparently involved in the 

antigen recognition structure involved in the cytolytic function of the 

majority of NK cells. It should be pointed out, however, that there is 

growing evidence that NK cells are a heterogeneous breed and, indeed, may 

not even belong to the T lyrrpocyte lineage. Because NK cells function 

without MHC restriction, and can be distinguished mo:tphologically in 

peripheral blocxi as large granular lynphocytes, they may be cells that are 

considerably different from either cytotoxic, suppressor, or helper T 



cells. In:ieed, they contain many myeloid associated cell surface 

antigens. One way out of .same of these dilenunas, at least, is to postulate 

several different types of NK cells. However, the emerging body of 

infonnation would .suggest that the majority of human and mouse NK cells do 

not utilize either the alpha, beta or gamma genes of the T cell receptor 

and therefore are not true T cells. 



VIII. A SECOND ANTIGEN SPECIFIC ~ CEIL RECEPIOR 

To this point, we have explored the notion that there are three 

genes encoding the antigen specific T cell receptor: alpha, beta, am 

ganuna. However, in all immunoprecipitation arrl immunomodulation 

experiments, it is the alpha-beta heterodilner that appears to be the 

functional antigen-specific T cell receptor. The ganuna gene as we have 

mentioned has been identified in both mouse am man, am rearranges in 

lyrrphocytes with cytotoxic as well as helper phenotypes. The function of 

the ganuna gene is unknown. Furt:hennore, neither the protein encoded by the 

ganuna gene nor its possible association with other structures has been 

clearly defined. 

Again, as mentioned above, while the T cell receptor alpha-beta 

molecule detennines both antigen recognition am MHC restriction on at 

least some T cells, it is unclear whether this receptor accounts for the 

process of T cell selection during thymic ontogeny or for all antigen 

specific recognition by mature T cells. For example, suppressor T 

lyrrph.ocytes remain an enigma. In same cases, they delete or fail to 

rearrange T cell receptor beta genes. Thus, it is of great iroportance to 

understarxl whether a second T cell receptor exists, to define its structure 

am ultimately, to understam its function. Recent work from several 

laboratories has suggested that a second antigen-specific T cell receptor 

does exist and that at least one of its polypeptide chains appears to be 

the product of the T gamma gene. 

Perhaps the most convincing argument for the presence of a second T 

cell receptor came from Brenner, et al. , 1986, who utilized a mouse 

monoclonal antibody that recognized framework determinants on the antigen 

specific T cell receptor alpha-beta molecule (the "conventional" 



receptor). Recall that all peripheral blood T cells are positive for the 

T3 antigen and that the T3 antigen is int:ilnately associated with the 

"conventional" alpha-beta heterodimeric antigen-specific T cell receptor. 

What Brenner, et al. 1986, did is · utilize two color innnunoflourescence to 

sort for cells in the human peripheral blood that were neqati ve with the 

monoclonal antibody that recognized the "conventional" antigen specific T 

cell receptor but w~ still positive for the T3 antigen. This population 

was enriched and later proved to be one source of material for the 

isolation of the "secorxi receptor. 11 

Two unusual human diseases were crucial in this study. Lymphocytes 

were isolated from two patients with innnunodeficiency. One had the bare 

lymphocyte syndrome and lacked class II MHC antigen expression on lymphoid 

cells while the secorxi innnunodeficiency patient suffered from an ectodennal 

displasia syndrome and displayed poor in. vitro T cell proliferative 

respor.ses to mitoger..s. cell lir=s w-ere ge11G.L.-ated from botl1 of tl19Se 

irxlividuals that were negative for the "conventional" T cell receptor but 

positive for the T3 antigen. 'Ihese cell lines had significant amounts of 

ganuna chain messenger mRNA :in their cytoplasm. '!he investigators then 

utilized an antibody made against synthetic peptides that recognized either 

the variable or constant :region of the ganuna chain and were able to 

innnunoprecipitate a two-chain molecule. One chain was shown to be the 

ganuna chain and the secorxi chain which was not disulfide linked to the 

ganuna chain has been termed T-delta. These two chains of 55K and 40K are 

T3 associated. 

'!he molecule has several important charactertistics that might be 

expected for secorxi T cell receptor; that is, it is physically associated 

with T3 and is recognized by several anti -T ganuna antisera. However., many 



questions still remain. It is not documented that this receptor is 

clonally distributed - One of the crucial tests to which an 

antigen-specific receptor would have to pass. Secorxily, it has not been 

demonstrated that the T delta chain rearranges, a secorxi crucial element to 

test for the T cell receptor. The function of the new T cell receptor is 

unknown as is the function of the cells that are negative for the 

"conventional" receptor, positive for the T3 antigen an:i positive for the 

secooo receptor. Much has been speculated. It is possible (since the 

receptor was identified primarily in immunodeficiency patients) that it may 

represent a receptor that occurs in the early stages of thymic ontogeny and 

the second T cell receptor would be replaced in mature T cells by the 

"conventional" receptor. Another possibility is that the secorxi T cell 

receptor represents a lineage ofT cells which is separate from the 

conventional lineage ofT helper an:i T cytotoxic cells that have been 

described to date. Recently, ranier an:i Weiss (1986) have demonstrated in 

a second patient with ectodennal displasia that cells bearing the secorxi 

receptor are present in low frequency in normal lyrrphoid tissues as well as 

blood and thymus, representing less than 1% of total thymocytes. '!his low 

frequency would suggest that perhaps the second receptor may occur on a 

distinct lineage of T cells. 



IX. 'lHE I CEIL RECEPIOR IN .AU'roiMMUNE AND SCID MICE 

Quite naturally as soon as the T cell receptor genes had been cloned 

am characterized, investigators turned to an analysis of pathologic states 

in both animal II'Odels as well as in human disease. In the mouse, the two 

major II'Odel systems that have been studied are the so-called "autoimrm.me 

mice" ard the "severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID)" mice. Both 

represent well-defined syrrlrames that, in many ways, mimic human disease 

and as such analysis with T cell receptor rnolecular probes ·might provide 

ilrportant insights into either the etiology or pathogenesis of their human 

COl.mterparts. 

IX-1 Murine Autoinunune Syn:iromes 

New Zealard White (NZW) mice have generated interest because of 

their role in the autoinununity of New z-ealard Black (NZB) x NZW Fl 

hybrids. Although NZB mice develop a'l'l autoi.l!!!llU.''le hemol~ltic anemia as a 

major feature of their autoimmune disease, (NZB x NZW) Fl mice exhibit (1) 

marked antibody prod\:lction to nuclear antigens, (2) high serum levels of 

antibodies to double st.raroed rNA ard, (3) a fatal imrm.me complex glomerulo 

nephritis. These features are similar to those observed in human systemic 

lupus erythematosis. Despite their genetic contribution to (NZB x NZW) Fl 

autoinununity, NZW mice are phenotypically nonnal ard have normal life 

spans. The basis for their genetic contribution to the Fl disease has not 

been determined. 

Kotzin, et al. (1985), in screening rNA from NZW mice identified an 

unusual allele of the beta locus. A large segment of rNA was deleted from 

the T cell receptor B locus of the NZW genome generating a beta gene 

complex that contains, but a single D beta gene segment, a single cluster 



of J beta gene segments ani a sin;Jle c beta gene segment. In several 

analyses of these mice, this represents the first oorx::lusive genetic 

distinction between the two strains ani may be an inq:x:n:tant clue to 

autoinunune syndromes in general. 'lhese studies were exten:led by Noonan, et 

al. (1986) , who was able to define the precise genetic deletion. Within 

the limits of restriction fragment length polyroc>rphism analysis all murine 

strains have an identical genomic organization for T beta gene carrplex 

except the NZW mice in which the deletion of the c beta 1 - D beta 2 - J 

beta 2 elements was fourxi. The significance of this abnonnality in the 

pathogenesis of systemic autoinunune disease remains to be determined 

(Hashim::>to, et al. , 1986; Sin;Jer, et al. , 1986; ani Mountz, et al. , 1986) • 

Recently, on a visit to our canplS, Dennis I.oh reported that SJL mice have 

specific VB deletions. 

IX-2 Murine Innnunodeficiency §!YI1dromes 

Lymphocytes derive from pluripotent stem cells ani develop into 

specialized cell types (B cells, T cells, T helper, T cytotoxic, etc.) 

under the influence of a rnnnber of distinct genetic loci. c. B-17 scid mice 

are homozygous for a mutation ( scid) in one of these loci controlling early 

lymphoid differentiation. As a result, they lack functional T and B 

cells. '!he resulting disease syrx3rame is known as severe combined inummo

deficiency. Although the inheritance of this condition is autosomal 

recessive, scid mice are not deficient in the enzyme adenosine deaminase as 

is tl:ue for many htn'llall infants with autosomal recessive inheritance of 

severe combined inummodeficency. Moreover, there is no apparent defect in 

lymphatic tissues of scid mice, since they can be readily reconstituted 

with the lymphocytes from the bone marrow of :nonnal donors. Myeloid cell 



differentiation appears nonnal. Since myeloid and lynphoid cell lineages 

both derive from a c::onuoon hematopoietic stern cell, the scid mutation can be 

inferred to affect a critical process unique to lymphoid differentiation. 

one process unique to lynphoid differentiation is the rearrangement 

of genes that encode antigen specific receptors on inununocampetent B and T 

cells. '!he genes for B cell receptors are located at three unlinked loci 

and those for T cells are located at another three unlinked loci. Each 

locus contains multiple copies of two or three kinds of genetic elements, V 

and J, V, D, and J, plus one or more c genes. To express a receptor, a 

lynphocyte must successfully join together these various gene elements to 

fom a C<:llTplete lllRNA that eventually becomes expressed on the cell surface 

or secreted. If the respective joi.nin:J events are productive such that 

each gene element is in the same translational reading frame and there is 

no in-phase nonsense codons, then synthesis, assembly and expression of 

het.erodbne.ric receptors follows. If a productive joining does not occur on 

either allele of a critical locus, the affected lymphocyte will be 

nonfunctional. 

Recent evidence suggests that nonnal joining of antigen receptor 

genes is defective in scid mice. Both B and T cell systems seem to be 

involved and the suggestion is that a conunon recombinase system used by 

both B and T cell genes to assemble the genes that encode for variable 

regions for antigen-specific receptors is defective. These studies were 

perfonned by SchUler, et al. ( 1986) , who demonstrated a high frequency of 

abnonnal rearrangements of antigen receptor genes in transfonned 

lymphocytes of scid mice. They hypothesized that the scid mutation 

adversely affects the mechanism of antigen receptor gene recombination in 

developi.rq lymphocytes. For exanple, a oonponent of the recambinase 



system, cammon to B arrl T cells, might be altered or missing in scid mice, 

resulting in gene rearran;ements that are very imprecise ani, therefore, 

nonproductive. Imprecision is a feature of even the nonnal reoc:anbi.nase 

system that may contribute to allelic exclusion of :illmrunoglobulin 

expression. 'Ihus, the mutation must either directly increase the precisibn 

of the recombination process or greatly exaggerate the nonnal.ly cx::curing 

errors by inhibiting or deregulating the nonnal. recambinase system 

(Schuler, et al. , 1986) . 

X. ~ CEIL RECEPIOR FOLYMORPHISMS AND HUMAN DISEASE 

Once the gene for the T cell receptor had been isolated and 

characterized, the opportunity was available to test for polynol.'phic 

variation among the V, D, J, or C gene segments. '!he use of restriction 

fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) to analyze the inheritance patterns for 

specific genes has become a powerful tool for genetic analyses. RFLP 

analysis detects mutations which have c.h.an;ed recognition sites for 

restriction enzymes within a gene locus. 'lhese mutations may or may not 

result in changes in the protein sequences encoded by the genes involved, 

however, these mutations exist as detectable polymorphic markers that can 

be seen by Southern filter hybridization of genomic rNA. When RFLP 

analysis is used in disease inheritance studies, this detectable mutational 

change in the restriction enzyme site may reflect the actual mutational 

change in the restriction enzyme site, or may reflect the actual mutational 

change causing the disease (in which case the altered restriction site 

would only be seen in carriers arrl affected individuals). However, if the 

altered restriction site arose independently of the disease mutation either 

within the same gene or closely linked gene, then the RFLP will not 



~y identify affected individuals in the general population but would 

be c;ll._agnostic in families known to car.ry the Imltant gene or disease 

~ptibility locus. 

InforiJ~ation gathered by this type of analysis can provide insight 

into the genetic basis of the disease genotype, essentially as to whether 

Qr not the disease p:roc:::e:;;s in affecte4 individuals is due tQ identical 

Im.ltations at the same locus or different loci. Furthermore, the 

localizFttion of ~ diseased gene open$ t:lle avenue toward cloning and 

QhAracteriz~ the ~ffected gene and identifying the protein product 

thereof. With this in 11\iOO, we and others searched for polymorphic markers 

of the T cell receptor alpha and beta genes using RFLP analysis (Robinson 

~ Kindt, 1985; Hoover, et al., 198~). 

'!'h.e enzyme, Bql II, is particularly useful ae it ha::l revealed 

polymorphic fonns of the constant region genes of both T alpha and T beta. 

l>Iarie Hoo-ver, a postdoctoral fellow in our laboratory, studied over 100 

normal caucasians for the RFLP patterns and tl1e frequencies of homozygosity 

and heterozygosity have been carefully assessed in the population. Family 

analyses have denonstrated appropriate segregation of these markers. More 

recently, Kay Black a graduate student in 0\Jr laboratory has documented 

similar RFLP variation airDnq two of the variable region genes of the beta 

cpJ'IQ?lex and Robinson and Kimt (unpublished) have detected similar 

variation in the variable region of two alpha chain genes. Thus, 

throughout the entire length of both the T alpha and T beta complex, 

genetic probes are now available that allow careful genetic screening. 

Early studies have focused on the frequency of these variations, the extent 

of crossin;J over, and population analyses. However, we and ot:Pers have 

recently had the opportunity to test for variations in these specific genes 



as they may relate to human disease • 

. It lmlSt be evident that since the antigen specific T cell receptor 

represents one of the major recognition structures of the immune system, 

polyrrorphism in the genes that encode this receptor could lead to defective 

recognition and potentially could represent the specific gene defect in 

several imrra.mologically related diseases. 

Same studies have been relatively unrewarding. Fronek, et al., 

determined the association ofT beta RFLPs in patients and families with 

systemic lupus erythematosus and foun:l that the genes were not coinherited 

with the genes responsible for SIE. Similarly, Berliner, et al., tested a 

group of patients with ataxia telangiectasia, a disease known to be 

associated with both abnonnal T cell function and a chromosomal 

abnonnality. Their analysis, however, suggested that the polyrro:rphic fonns 

of the T beta gene were not associated with ataxia telangiectasia. 

OUr own laborato:cy has focused on insulin dependent diabetes 

mellitus. The association of certain HIA-D alleles, HIA-DR3 an::Vor DR4 

with IDI:M is well known. However, there is accumulating evidence that a 

second locus, unlinked to the HIA complex, may be involved in this 

disease. We had the opportunity to study over 100 patients from our adult 

and pediatric diabetes clinics for both T alpha and T beta RFLPs. 'lbese 

patients were kindly provided by Drs. Rosenstock and Raskin in the 

Deparbnent of Medicine and Dr. Marks in the Deparbnent of Pediatrics. Ms. 

Marilyn Alford has coordinated the acquisition of many of these samples. 

Studies were done largely in our laborato:cy by Marie Hoover and Kay Black 

as well as in Peter Stastny's laborato:cy by Ted Ball. All patients were 

HIA-DR typed because there is at least same evidence that IDr:M associated 

with HIA-DR3 may be a somewhat different disease than IDr:M associated with 



HIA-DR4 am, those patients that are HIA-DRJ/4 heterozygotes, which have 

the highest relative risk for the disease, may even define a third type of 

djsease. '!he hypothesis that we have operated under is that while the end 

result - destruction of the beta cells of the islets of Iangerhan - was the 

final CQltU'OC)n pathway of the disease, there are a number of possible routes 

to this erxi ani that it would :be possible in the context of different 

HIA-DR types for different etiologic or immunopathologic events to lead to 

such destruction. For example, in one instance, a virus might not be 

perceived as foreign by the immune system am, thereby, gain access to the 

circulation ani directly infect and kill the beta cell. Alternatively, in 

a different scenario, a virus may be perceived by the immune system in such 

a way that reactivity to the virus might cross-react with an antigen 

present on islet cells; thereby leading to the immune destruction of the 

beta cells. '!his and other possibilities suggested to us that by 

separatirg the patients by m type, the same or different gene might be 

involved. 

INCIDENCE OF IDDM IN VARIOUS POPULATIONS 

Random 

Sibs of Patients with IDDM 

HLA Identical Sibs of IDDM 

Identical Twins 

% 

0.2 

8 

30 

50 

Per 1,000 

2 

80 

300 

500 

A summary of sane of cur results are shown in the table below. 

While the distri)Juticm of the polymorphic fonns of T alpha was not 

significantly different in IDrM patients versus controls, T beta fo:nns 

were. '!Wenty six of the thirty seven DR3/X IDI:M patients possessed the 

heterozygous 9.3/8.6. T beta genotype whereas 31 of 74 controls were 



positive (relative risk 3.4; p = .005). In the patients that were 3/4, a 

correlation with the 8.6 kb allele was fcmn in that 41 of 45 patients had 

the 8.6 kb allele as campared to 53 of 74 controls (relative risk 4.0, p = 

.001). Within the DR4/X patients, oo association with the T beta 

polymorphism was fouro. While this study needs to be confil:med it 

represents the first report of an association between the allelic fonns of 

a T cell receptor gene an:i a human disease. We believe the ability to 

genetically type individuals for two unli.nkOO loci involved in IIDI should 

significantly enhance our urx:ierstanding of the genetic basis of this 

disorder. 

T BEI'A GENOI'YPFS m 101 HIA-DR TYPED IDrM PATIENIS 

DR 3/X 9.3/8.6 4.0 

DR4/X 

DR 3/4 

* not significant 

9.3 

8.6 

2.4* 

3.4 

Similar studies are urx:ieJ:Way both in our laboratories as well as in 

several other laboratories on other diseases where there is a weak HIA 

association, which may have a viral etiology, which are known to be 

familial, an:i for which there-is no knc:Mn etiology: schizophrenia, 



depression, narcolepsy, multiple sclerosis, myesthenia gravis, arrl 

rhetnna.toid arthritis. So far, the results from all of these studies have 

been encouraging a1 though in studies of this kirxi large numbers of patients 

need to be amassed am carefully analyzed, particularly at the level of 

their HI.A-DR types. It is, Weed, possible that the negative reports 

described above in both ataxia telangiectasia as well as systemic lupus may 

be misleading. It may be, for exanple, that had the authors controlled 

their patients for DR type, a different result might have been obtained. 

'Ibese are directions that our own laboratory is pursuing at the present 

time. In addition, the availability of gene probes for the variable 

regions of these receptor genes, should be even more illuminating as it is 

likely that it is the variable region defects that are most crucial in 

antigen recognition. 



XI. '!HE ~ CELL RECEPI'OR AND LYMmOID MALIGNANCY 

XI-1 Hodgkin'§ Disease 

Lymphoid neoplasms are broadly divided by clinical, morphologic, and 

immunophenotypic criteria into two major categories: 1) non-Hodgkins 

lymphoma and lymphoid leukemia and, 2) Hodgkins Disease. Extensive 

investigations suggest that nearly all non-Hodgkins lymphomas and lymphoid 

leukemias represent clonal expansion of B or T lymphocytes. In contrast, 

the lineage derivation and clonal origin of Hodgkins Disease has remained 

controversial since the origin and nature of the Reed-Sternberg cell, the 

diagnostic cell of Hodgkins Disease, remains unknc:Mn. Morphologic and 

immunophenotypic studies have suggested that Reed-Sternberg cells may 

derive from B or T lymphocytes, monocytes, dendritic cells, or an as yet 

undefined cell population. Failure to resolve this issue has contributed 

to the controversy concerning the pathogenesis of Hodgkins's Disease and 

whether it represents a clonal, malignant proliferation. 

In addition to pathologic relevance, the determination of the 

lineage and clonality of Hodgkin's Disease has critical diagnostic 

implications (Rnowles, et al. , 1986) • Distinguishing between Hodgkin's 

Disease and non-Hodgkin' s lymphoma is extremely important in clinical 

staging and evaluation, choice of therapeutic regimen, clinical course, and 

eventual outcome. Intrnunophenotypic analysis has been extensively used as 

an adjunct to the histopathologic diagnosis and classification of lymphoid 

neoplasia. Patients with Hodgkin's Disease often have increased numbers of 

T cells, predominately of the T3+, T4+ subset similar to the majority of 

cases of peripheral T cell lymphoma. Moreover, the presence of benign 

lymphoid cells within a B or T cell non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, may erroneously 



suggest a polyclonal lyrrphoid cell proliferation, which in the face of 

confusing histopathology may result in misdiagnosis of non-Hodgkin' s 

lyrrphoma as Hodgkin's Disease. Recently, several investigators have 

utilized T cell gene probes in several cases of Hodgkin's Disease arrl 

demonstrated quite convincingly that Hodgkin's Disease is predominately 

composed of polyclonal B ani T cells. While minor clonal B arrl T cell 

populations unrelated to Reed-Sternberg cells occasionally can be found in 

Hodgkin's Disease, Reed-Sternberg cells themselves do not represent clonal 

B or T cell expansions but rather may represent polyclonal T cell 

populations (Knowles, et al., 1986). 

XI -2 Hairy Cell Leukemia 

Another controversy has surrounded the cellular origin and 

differentiation stage of neoplastic cells COITQ?rising Hairy cell leukemia. 

T'nese neoplastic mononucl ear cells characteristically have a ruffled cell 

surface ani contain acid phosphatase resistant to tartaric acid. However, 

no fully equivalent cell within the normal cellular differentiation has 

been identified. Several investigators have found the presence of B cell 

associated surface antigens where others have reported T cell associated 

antigens upon these leukemic cells. While the vast majority of cases do 

bear surface immunoglobulins, the presence of avid Fe fragment receptors 

and reports of mu1 tiple immunoglobulin isotypes on their cell surfaces, 

have raised questions as to whether the immunoglobulin in Hairy cell 

leukemia was actually synthesized by the neoplastic cells. Recently, 

Korsmeyer, et al. , have utilized B arrl T cell gene probes in a group of 

patients with Hairy Cell leukemia and demonstrated that in most cases, 

there were rearranged immunoglobulin heavy and light chain genes as well as 



in many cases, expression of inmrunoglobulin messenger RNA consistent with a 

B cell genotype (Korsmeyer, et al., 1983). T cell analysis in:iicated that 

in m::>st instances, T cell genes were in their germline configuration; 

thereby, convincingly dOCI.1IIIel1ting that this particularly malignancy 

represents a stage of B cell differentiation. 

Xl-3 .'I' cell leukemia 

As we have stressed from the beginning, the major feature of T cell 

immunology is the clonal derivation ofT cells of particular 

specificities. In malignancies, obviously, if the T cells have all derived 

from the same precursor cell, they should have the genetic markers of the 

originating malignant cell. 'Illese typically involve identical T cell 

receptors which can be measured phenotypically with a "anti-clonotypic" 

antibody or by assessing the rearrangement of T alpha, T beta, arrl T ganuna 

genes. It is impractical to measure the clonality nature by antibody 

techniques, because a new antibody would have to be generated for each 

particular T cell clone. While reagents exist that can measure all antigen 

specific T cell receptors (so-called "anti-framework antibodies"), these 

have little utility in determining clonality. 

XI -3A Malignant versus Benign 

Similar to the circumstance that is seen in hyperganunaglobuli

nemia where serum protein electrophoresis, immunoelectrophoresis, and 

subclass and isotype quantitations can make the distinction between 

polyclonal hyperganunaglobulinemia (typically benign) arrlirOnoclonal 

gannnopathy (typically malignant) , genetic probes for the T cell receptor 

genes can be utilized to assess polyclonality versus -monoclonality of 



proliferating T cells. For example, it is not always possible to diagnose 

a peripheral T-cell lymphoma unequivocably ani distinguish it reliably from 

atypical reactive hyperplasia or Hodgkin 1 s Disease by cytomorphologic and 

ilmnunophenotypic criteria. It is occasionally difficult to determine 

reliably whether an abnonnal peripheral blood T4/T8 subset ratio represents 

a quantitative alteration in the nonnal T cell subset or a clonal 

neoplastic expansion of one subpopulation. Finally the neoplastic nature 

of chronic T cell proliferation which typically pursue and indolent and 

nonprogressive course, has remained controversial. 'Ihese kinds of analyses 

have been perfonne.d by Knowles, et al. ( 1986) , Davey, et al. , Greenberg, et 

al., Coliche, et al., and Rlluck, et al., lru:gely from the Dalla-Favera 

laboratory at NYU or from Tam Waldmann 1 s laboratory at the NIH. Several 

i.rrportant generalizations have came from these kinds of studies. The first 

I would like to deal with concerns benign versus malignant T cell 

prolife...-ation. Kr.owles, et al., (1986) :has pioneered studies on several 

so-called chronic non-progressive T cell lymphoproliferative diseases and 

demonstrated that most if not all of them represent monoclonal T cell 

proliferation. Knowles, et al., for example, studied 12 cases of T gannna 

lymphoproliferative disease. They all expressed E-rosette at receptors and 

the NK cell associated antigen I.eu-7. Most were T3 antigen positive but 

all exhibited monoclonal rearrangements of both T beta and T gannna genes 

suggesting rather strongly that this disease while chronic, is in fact, 

most likely neoplastic. 

XI-3B stem cell versus mature~ cell leukemias 

Both groups (Waldmann, Dalla-Favera) have pioneered work on 

developing genetic probes to analyze different stages ofT cell leukemia 



and both have amassed large numbers of patients with various T cell 

malignancies, some of which were difficult to classify by m::>rphologic or 

inmrunophenotypic criteria. '!he m::>re sophisticated laboratories at this 

time are analyzing all lymphoid neoplasms with both inmrunoglobulin and T 

cell genetic probes. A recent paper from Waldmann's laborato:cy, for 

example, utilized probes that detect both human kappa and lambda 

rearrangements as well as VH rearrangements as well as probes for both T 

cell receptor alpha, beta, and gannna chain genes, in a series of patients 

with either clear-cut T orB cell neoplasms or in patients with so-called 

"bi -phenotypic" disease. It is apparent that in same in:ii viduals, 

rearrangement of both immunoglobulin and T cell receptor genes occurs 

although this is relatively unCOI'IIIOOn. Typically, mature T cell leukemias 

have rearranged T cell receptor ganuna and beta chain genes while the 

immunoglobulin genes remain in their gennline configuration. 

Alternatively, mature B cell leukemia cells have rearranged immunoglobulin 

heavy and either kappa or lambda genes with gennline T cell receptor beta. 

and ganuna genes. Thus, in the majority of situations, the mature leukemia! 

cells have rearranged either inmrunoglobulin or T cell receptor genes but 

not both. In contrast, precursor B cell leukemia patients and precursor T 

cell leukemia patients often have rearrangements of both immunoglobulin and 

T cell receptor genes. In these circumstances an analysis of the messenger 

RNA is important and in those situations, messenger RNA for T cell genes, 

is expressed in precursor T but not precursor B cell leukemia patients and 

vice versa. These studies also allow a correlation with some of the 

ontogeny studies described earlier. T cell receptor gamma genes are first 

rerarranged. Subsequently, T cell receptor beta genes are rearranged, 

followed by T cell receptor alpha gene activation. 



XI-3C Cllromosornal translocation .ID T am~ cell neoplasia 

Most human T cell neoplasms carry specific chromosomal 

rearrangements, predominately chramosomal translocations and inversions. 

'Ihese rearrangements frequently involve chram::>so:me 14 at band g11 where the 

locus for the alpha chain of the antigen specific T cell receptor resides. 

'!he alpha locus of the T cell receptor is split in T cell leukemia carrying 

the t(11;14) chramosomal translocation. '!he genes for the variable regions 

of the alpha chain are proxilnal to the breakpoints and remain on chromosome 

14 while the gene for the constant region of the alpha chain of the T cell 

receptor translocates to chroroc>same 11. In T cell leukemias carrying a 

t(8;14) (g24;gll) chromosame translocation, the constant region gene of the 

alpha locus translocates to a region 3' to the c-myc oncogene. '!he 

translocation-associated c-myc gene is deregulated in Burkitt's lymphoma 

and a c-myc involved. in a translocation with T cell receptor - alpha locus 

is similarly deregulated. Recently; Finger; et al. ; h...ave demonstrated t.l1e 

signal sequences for D-J joining occur at the breakpoint positions on both 

chromosomes 14 and 8 suggesting that the translocation occurs during the T 

cell receptor gene rearrangement am that it is catalyzed. by the same 

enzyme systems involved. in D-J joining reactions. '!he involvement of c-myc 

in the translocation and the association of joining signals at the 

breakpoints in T cell neoplasms provides a parallel to the situation well 

known to occur in the translocations involved. in c-.myc and the 

immunoglobulin loci, and suggests that cammon mechanisms of translocation 

ani oncogene deregulation are involved in BandT cell malignancies. 

The table shown belCM concerning chramosarnal translocations in B 

cell tumors am T cell turnors presents only a select group of each type of 

tumor and attenpts to illustrate that on the B cell side each chain of the 



anti.body molecule (the B cell receptor) can be translocate:i to the c-myc 

oncogene an:l eadl results in the well known B cell neoplasm Burkitt's 

lynphc:ana. Similarly, the T alpha chain translocates to the c-myc gene in 

certain fonns of T cell leukemia. More typically the translocation between 

the T cell alpha locus an:l an unidentified gene on the 11th chramosame in T 

cell leukemia. Most intriguing, however, are the translocation-inversions 

which involve the inununoglobulin heavy chain locus on 14q32 an:l the T alpha 

locus on 14qll. Here is it seen that genetic material is swapped between 

two loci on the same chromosame both members of the inununoglobulin 

supergene family, both involved in antigen recognition. This 

translocation-inversion phenomenon has been well documente:i now an:l, 

indeed, Richard Baer who is joining the Department of Microbiology here 

after the 1st of the year has been instrumental in unraveling the molecular 

mechanisms involved. 

'!here are anectdotal T cell malignancies that involve the 7th 

chromosome same of which suggest that both the beta an:l gamma loci may be 

involved. While these have not been definitively proved as these Gran:i 

Rounds go to press, it is probably only a matter of time before other T 

cell malignancies will be implicate:i at these loci. '!hat would complete 

the parallelism between the B and T cell malignancies: chains from each of 

the inununoglobulin loci can translocate in B cell malignancies; genes from 

each of the chains of the T cell receptor can similarly translocate in the 

T cell malignancy. 



CHROMOSOMAL TRANSLOCATIONS tN 8 CELL TUMORS 

(BURKITT'S LYMPHOMA) 

lgH 14q32 ]1 lgK 2p11 ]2 lgA 22q11 
]3 c-myc 8q24 

1. t(8.;14) (q24;q32) 2. t(2;8) (p11 ;q24) 3. t(8;22) (q24;q11) 

lgK 

8· 

lgA.- 1 
22q11 

Diagrammatic representation of ·the human chromosames involved in the 
specific translocations of Burkitt lymphoma. 01ramosarnes 2, 14, 22, arrl 8 
are shown with their characteristic Giemsa banding patterns. The :positions 
of the Iq kappa, IgH, arrl Ig lambda chain gene complexes are indicated, as 
is the position of the c-myc gene. '!he arrows point to breakpoints at 
which chraoosames 2, 14, or 22 reciprocally exchange c.hraloc>sarna1 c;egments 
w.;i.t,l:l chraoosane 8. Approximately 75 percent of the translocations involve 
chraoosames 8 arxl 14. From Leder, et al., Science 227: 765, 1983. 



CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITIES IN T CELL TUMORS 

·Ta 14q11 

. :Tf3 7q35: 

T'Y 7p15 

c-myc 8q24 

lgH 14q32 

?? 11p13 

1. t(8;14) (q24;q11) 

2. t(14;14) (q11 ;q32) 

14 .. 
q11 > 
q32 

]1 2 

3 
4 

3. lnv (14) (q11 ;q32) 

4. t(11,14) (p13;q11) 

lnv 14 .. 

lg/TCR fusion gene 

( lgT) 

Organization of the Normal and Inverted <l'll:'aoosames 14 in SUP-T1 Cells. 
The nonnal and inverted chromosomes 14 of SUP-T1 cells are illustrated 
together with positions and orientation of inmrunoglobulin heavy chain 
(14q32) and TCR alpha chain (14qll) genes. In the inv(14) chrom:>some, the 
IgT gene is located at the telorneric end, while Igh cu and probably some 
VH segments move to the 14qll position as a result of the inversion. TCR 
v alpha segments probably lie centromeric to c alpha and cu on the nonnal 
and inverted chromosomes, respectively. The Ig/TCR hyubrid gene (IgT) 
structure is illustrated underneath the inv(l4) chramosome. From Baer, 
et al. Cell 43: 705, 1985 . 



XII. FUlURE CX>NSIDERATIONS 

It. hardly seems possible to immunologists that the genes encoding 

the first antigen specific T cell receptor were isolated only 2! years 

ago. In that short space of time, cellular irnmunology has had a rebirth 

with the availability, for the first time, of molecular probes to study 

cellular irnmune fUnctions. '!he ilnpact on human medicine of these new 

discoveries is obviously in its infancy, but the opportunity to assess a 

major recognition system for polymorphisms as they might relate to auto

innnune disease and irnmunodeficiency has and should continue to provide 

inq;lortant new clues into the pathogenesis and diagnosis of these 

disorders. 'Ihe application of these molecular probes to staging lymphoid 

neoplasms should allCM the CCI!lpletion of the work started five years ago on 

the B cell side in providing a clear and unequivocal assigrnnent of lymphoid 

tumors. 'Ibese advances can't help but be important in therapeutic 

decisions. In the distant future; these n..ew discoveries s..'ILnuld also allow 

for the first true specific IOOdul.ation of T cell function. 'Ihat is, the 

ability to amplify or delete T cell clones of particular specificity. 'Ihis 

should open up opportunities in transplantation, autoimmune disease, and 

possibly cancer. 
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